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Run Date: 20 March 2014

Newsletter 2198
GM’s Note:
Run Site – Tar college new road
Fantastic turnout of 49 members and more than a dozen invited guests
from
THK who came for our hare's run at Tar College, New Road.
Guests fees increased to Rm10 and Beer prices going up next week too....how
much??? Yet to be determined by Seng Hoe................
Guests of hare, Bombay and Derrick completed the run within 49mins and
all were out before 8pm.

Burst by Marks And Spencer :Runners numbered more than 30, gathered at the run site situated beside
the Chinese temple. The hare of the day, probably after having a pint or
two appeared at the start of the run with the announcement that the paper
trails consisted of papers from several chapters, and that it would be a
medium run.
Off we went at a slow pace as the front runners were still suffering from the
effects of their visit to Hainan.

We crossed a bridge over a crystal clear

pond and trudged past a Chinese shrine manned by an Indian man. The
familiar trail led to a farmer’s house and a river that flows from the water
treatment plant opposite the main trail. It soon led us to the usual path
that would take us up to another main trail that is used by our water men
who maintain the paths and trails of their water pipe reticulation system.
The front runners soon broke off with Good Year in tow and the second
batch of runners was trailing behind, chit-chatting away the adventures
experienced in Hainan and

the on-going saga of the MH 370 crisis. The

climb soon led to the PBA path and turned left. By then our front runners
were nowhere to be seen and the second batch led by Tiny soon turned
right and up the hill that would eventually lead us to the familiar black
pipe. The paper trail was clearly marked with papers clipped to the leaves
or tree trunks facing our direction as we trudged up the hill.
We zig-zagged up the slope and soon arrived at the ridge and the familiar
black pipe. Fortunately when we arrived at the ridge we did not have to
hike to the topmost point of the ridge and shortly were able to walk on
fairly even ground following the black pipe. In no time we met up with
Good Year who informed us that we were on reversed paper. As we thought
that we had followed the correct direction of the run, we naturally told
him that we had followed the trail as the papers were facing our direction.
There was some friendly battle of words and rebuts. Later I heard
Speedhound shouting to us that we were on correct paper. Nonetheless our
group continued, having completed the first half of the run.
At one point as I was gingerly maneuvering my way across a huge granite
rock face, I slipped and slid down the granite surface and thank God, I was
able to hold on to a cleft of the rock and pulled myself up. If not there

would be another SAR because it was about a hundred feet down the
granite surface and nobody was insight.
Along the way we soon met up with the other runners, in particular Fancy
Pants who insisted that I was on reversed run.
As usual, we confidently informed him that we were on the right direction.
Soon we reached a junction and we turned left down the familiar PBA
path and after a lengthy run turned right down the slope and across the
little valley and happily ran to our run site.
It was a good runners’ run over the trail that the second group of runners
had followed, no doubt about it.
Cheers everyone!
Mark & Spencer (who is Spencer?)

Circle

- A soundalike guest- Smiling Horse on ice to replace Horse who left earlier.
- A dozen invited guests from THK came for the run, hence, THK GM Dr Nik
lie
low on the ice to be' Welcomed' on their behalf
- A Proud Mum- Cameltoe on ice for steering her daughter to score Straight
A's in her SPM exams
- Search and Rescue team of Harriets- Sai Seng, Grasshopper and Silentman
(lookalike by Mini Sausage)
- Charges from the floor -Mark charges the runsetters for clipping papers on
the opposite directions

- Fancy pants charges Mark for seeing papers on the wrong directions instead.
- Well Done to Pussycat, Money and Goodyear for completing the Hainan
Interhash Ballbreaker Run under 3 hours
- Goodyear charges Speedhound for doing a reverse run
- Lastly, hare and chef of the day on ice for a good run, delicious food and
2 crates of free Beers
A Special Thank you to Cameltoe for 2 free crates of beers too!!!!!!!!

Our Hare of the Day

Ronnie Tour

Dr Nick for THK guests

Smiling Horse for Horse
Search and rescue team

Happy Mama
Run setters

Wrong Direction

Ballbreakers

Reverse Direction

Thanks to RONNIE TOUR for a good night.

Other Photos

What are you looking for down there?

**** Next Run ****
Run 2198 -27 March 2014 – KELVIN- YOUTH PARK NEW CAR PARK
TH

Run No.

Hareline
2014
Date Hare/Bunny

2199
2200
2201
2202

03-Apr
10-Apr
17-Apr
24-Apr

Suaran
Pauline
Jude
General

2203
2204
2205
2206
2207

01-May
08-May
15-May
22-May
29-May

Alexis
Hugh
Datin
AML
Philip

2208
2209
2210
2211

05-Jun
12-Jun
19-Jun
26-Jun

Vithia
Ai Lee
Elisa
Mini Sausage

Venue
Air Itam Dam (Top)

This week Birthday greetings go to:

GL Yeoh 23rd March

Frank B 24th March

Happy Birthday to you!!!!!!

Invitation runs:

May 2014
Asia Pacific Hash
9th - 11th May
www.asiapacifichash.com

June 2014
28 June
BKH6 BATANG KAJANG HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY HASH HOUSE HORRORS
celebrates BKH6 HORRORS 10th ANNIVERSARY RUN (JUNGLE FESTIVAL)
Venue: 43000 Kajang
RM 70/adult RM30/ Child (age 7-18)
Contact 019 362 3633 / 012 390 6255

July 2014
5th July
Hash Run to Mount Kinabalu.
Please let the VGM know if you want to go.

11-13 July
10th Malaysian Nash Hash 2014
Hosted by the Sibu Hash House Harriers in Sibu, Sarawak.
See: www.malaysiannashhash2014.com

25-27 July
Brussels 2014: A Beer Odyssey www.interhash2014.com
Although Brussels didn’t win Interhash 2014, they’re going ahead with a separate
event four months later, and 2,000+ hashers are expected to converge on the
capital of Europe for this epic event offering a wide variety of trails (forest,
countryside, historic cities…), drinks (at least seven different beers + two wines)
and food (Belgian, Italian and Asian cuisines).
Contact Kali aka Black German if you’re interested.

September 2014
20th September
Hash House Harriers Batu Gajah –Perak
35th Anniversary Run.
RM 80
Contacts: Taliban 0125222610 email: ipohhhh@gmail.com
William 0165928901 email: wthiam8562@yahoo.com
Cheah 0124333650 email: nyukphin@gmail.com

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold
the organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that
may happen to you

